Landfill - Electric Fence
MAINTENANCE CHECKLIST

1. PATROLS AND TESTING OF THE ENTIRE FENCE PERIMETER BY A COMPETENT, TRAINED AND RELIABLE PERSON AT LEAST TWICE WEEKLY DURING THE ACTIVE BEAR PERIOD, WITH IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO PERSONNEL TO ADDRESS ANY MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS. AN INSPECTION REPORT SHOULD BE FILED EACH TIME. Also record any bear/coyote, etc. entries including date, time and number of bears, etc.

2. Use fence tester to test voltage levels of all gates, fence corners and other sections where needed. Identify areas where the current is non-existent or weak and identify why.

3. Ground vegetation (grass, debris, wire windblown potato chip bags, dirt, rocks. AT ALL TIMES, DEBRIS NEEDS TO BE REMOVED (WITH THE FENCE TURNED OFF) SO THAT IT DOES NOT SHORT OUT THE FENCE. Remove all dirt piles, boulders and pieces of wire that touch or are near touching the lower wire strands.

4. With fence turned off, stand on 2-3 of the lower wires with all body weight at each corner and near the gates. If strands go down to next wire, tighten adequately with the tool provided to cinch up the tighteners.

5. Clean debris under main texas gate with charger turned off. Test with tester.

6. In areas where bears attempting to dig under, immediately fill and place boulders and/or big concrete pieces over these places outside of fence. Secure all such areas.

7. Ensure that any wire repairs use the right connections. Do not attempt any actual repairs without consulting Margo Supplies.

8. Call Jeff Marley of Margo Supplies Ltd. (403-652-1932) for further technical advice.